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Girls, Feminism, and Grassroots Literacies
Written over a span of more than two decades, the essays by Iris Marion Young collected in this volume
describe diverse aspects of women's lived body experience in modern Western societies. Drawing on the
ideas of several twentieth century continental philosophers--including Simone de Beauvoir, Martin
Heidegger, Luce Irigaray, Julia Kristeva, and Maurice Merleau-Ponty--Young constructs rigorous
analytic categories for interpreting embodied subjectivity. The essays combine theoretical description of
experience with normative evaluation of the unjust constraints on their freedom and opportunity that
continue to burden many women. The lead essay rethinks the purpose of the category of "gender" for
feminist theory, after important debates have questioned its usefulness. Other essays include reflection
on the meaning of being at home and the need for privacy in old age residences as well as essays that
analyze aspects of the experience of women and girls that have received little attention even in feminist
theory--such as the sexuality of breasts, or menstruation as punctuation in a woman's life story. Young
describes the phenomenology of moving in a pregnant body and the tactile pleasures of clothing. While
academically rigorous, the essays are also written with engaging style, incorporating vivid imagery and
autobiographical narrative. On Female Body Experience raises issues and takes positions that speak to
scholars and students in philosophy, sociology, geography, medicine, nursing, and education.

Throwaway Girls
This book uses the world of sports in order to reveal the complicated history of gender, sexuality, race,
and social justice while connecting those stories to today’s athletes. It highlights the ways sports often
contribute to inequalities, but also how they can help make the world more accepting. Have you ever
wondered why most cheerleaders are girls? It didn’t used to be that way. Up until the early twentieth
century, all cheerleaders were actually boys. And why do some athletes, like Caster Semenya, have to
prove they’re women while there’s no testing for men? Why do athletes like Megan Rapinoe and Colin
Kaepernick use sports as a platform for social justice, and should they? These questions and more are
examined in Throw Like a Girl, Cheer Like a Boy: The Evolution of Gender, Identity, and Race in
Sports. Robyn Ryle uses the world of sports to examine the history, controversy, and current
conversations around sexuality, race, and social justice, bringing in the stories of today’s athletes to
highlight where things stand in the present. Topics covered include gender segregation, gender testing,
transgender athletes, sexuality, homophobia, globalization, race, and activism. Throw Like a Girl, Cheer
Like a Boy shows the great strides that have been made in the sports world recently, but there are still
questions that remain and work that needs to be done. This book brings to attention the ways in which
sports can contribute to inequalities, while also demonstrating how sports can help create a more just
world for everyone.
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On Female Body Experience
From the acclaimed creator, producer, and star of HBO’s Girls comes a hilarious, wise, and fiercely
candid collection of personal essays that establishes Lena Dunham as one of the most original young
talents writing today. In Not That Kind of Girl, Dunham illuminates the experiences that are part of
making one’s way in the world: falling in love, feeling alone, being ten pounds overweight despite
eating only health food, having to prove yourself in a room full of men twice your age, finding true love,
and, most of all, having the guts to believe that your story is one that deserves to be told. “Take My
Virginity (No, Really, Take It)” is the account of Dunham’s first time, and how her expectations of sex
didn’t quite live up to the actual event (“No floodgate had been opened, no vault of true womanhood
unlocked”); “Girls & Jerks” explores her former attraction to less-than-nice guys—guys who had
perfected the “dynamic of disrespect” she found so intriguing; “Is This Even Real?” is a meditation on
her lifelong obsession with death and dying—what she called her “genetically predestined morbidity.”
And in “I Didn’t Fuck Them, but They Yelled at Me,” she imagines the tell-all she will write when she
is eighty and past caring, able to reflect honestly on the sexism and condescension she has encountered
in Hollywood, where women are “treated like the paper thingies that protect glasses in hotel
bathrooms—necessary but infinitely disposable.” Exuberant, moving, and keenly observed, Not That
Kind of Girl is a series of dispatches from the frontlines of the struggle that is growing up. “I’m already
predicting my future shame at thinking I had anything to offer you,” Dunham writes. “But if I can take
what I’ve learned and make one menial job easier for you, or prevent you from having the kind of sex
where you feel you must keep your sneakers on in case you want to run away during the act, then every
misstep of mine will have been worthwhile.”

Throw Like a Girl
Left stranded in the Amazon jungle when their plane crashes on their way back to England from
Manaus, Brazil, four children struggle to survive for days until one of them finds a map that leads them
to a ruined city and a secret hidden among the vines.

Introduction to Probability
The Cutting Edge meets Step Up in this hilarious M!X novel where the worlds of football and ballet
collide. Brooklyn Gartner eats, sleeps, and breathes ballet. But after her mom gets remarried and moves
them to Texas, everything changes. Thanks to her star football player stepbrother, her family is football
obsessed. And thanks to a new conditioning program, the middle school football team starts to take
classes at her dance studio—the only place Brooklyn felt like she belonged. She has a chance to escape if
she can get into her dream high school, The Texas School of the Arts, where she’ll be able to pursue her
passion for dance. Brooklyn just has to get through the big All-City showcase first, where a ton of scouts
will be there, including one from TSOTA. But when Brooklyn’s dance partner gets injured, she has to
turn to an unexpected ally—Logan, a boy on the middle school football team—to help her get through the
showcase. With some fancy footwork, teamwork and a little understanding, can Brooklyn make her
mark, and dance her way onto a bigger stage?

Girl Wonder
In these beautifully illustrated pages, a diverse cast of slumber party participants considers the most timehonored traditions for how to dress. If a lady should wear white in summertime, then how about donning
a spacesuit? If team colors are apropos at sporting events, why not wear helmets and play ball? Uplifting
and resonant, and with a variety of interests ranging from sports to science to politics, this book is sure
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to inspire any young girl, instilling the idea that the best way to dress like a girl is the way that makes
you feel most like YOU!

Dress Like a Girl
From the Bestselling author of Invisible Woman. Doing anything 'like a woman' used to be an insult.
Now, as the women in this book show, it means being brave, speaking out, and taking risks, changing
the world one step at a time. Here, campaigner and journalist Caroline Criado-Perez introduces us to a
host of pioneers, including a female fighter pilot in Afghanistan; a Chilean revolutionary; the Russian
punks who rocked against Putin; and the Iranian journalist who uncovered her hair.

Throw Like a Girl, Cheer Like a Boy
A timely edge-of-your-seat thriller from a debut writer to watch. Caroline is only three months from her
great escape — leaving behind her rigid prep school and the parents who think they can convert her to
being straight — when her best friend, Madison, goes missing. There’s no question that Caroline will get
involved in the investigation. After all, she has her own reasons for not trusting the police, and she owes
Madison big time. But Caroline uncovers a wider mystery as she follows the clues, with other missing
girls and no one on the case. Why isn’t anyone looking for these girls? And what’s the connection
between them and Madison? Could it be . . . Caroline herself?

The Explorer
This book uses the world of sports in order to reveal the complicated history of gender, sexuality, race,
and social justice while connecting those stories to today’s athletes. It highlights the ways sports often
contribute to inequalities, but also how they can help make the world more accepting. Have you ever
wondered why most cheerleaders are girls? It didn’t used to be that way. Up until the early twentieth
century, all cheerleaders were actually boys. And why do some athletes, like Caster Semenya, have to
prove they’re women while there’s no testing for men? Why do athletes like Megan Rapinoe and Colin
Kaepernick use sports as a platform for social justice, and should they? These questions and more are
examined in Throw Like a Girl, Cheer Like a Boy: The Evolution of Gender, Identity, and Race in
Sports. Robyn Ryle uses the world of sports to examine the history, controversy, and current
conversations around sexuality, race, and social justice, bringing in the stories of today’s athletes to
highlight where things stand in the present. Topics covered include gender segregation, gender testing,
transgender athletes, sexuality, homophobia, globalization, race, and activism. Throw Like a Girl, Cheer
Like a Boy shows the great strides that have been made in the sports world recently, but there are still
questions that remain and work that needs to be done. This book brings to attention the ways in which
sports can contribute to inequalities, while also demonstrating how sports can help create a more just
world for everyone.

Throw Like a Woman
Staying at her grandmother's house while her father is deployed overseas, Gabby is disappointed when
the girl's softball season is cancelled, a situation that forces her to choose between fighting to get on the
boys' team and competing in a beauty pageant.

Coraline
Forty years old, divorced, with two sons on the verge of adolescence and an ex-husband who considers
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visitation to be optional, Brenda Haversham isn't having a whole lot of fun. She's also no longer
qualified for the work she loves, so she's working in a cubicle instead while trying to make ends meet.
Brenda is short on money, short on connection with her kids, and short on any kind of social life. The
only thing Brenda has in abundance is her anger. And that turns out to be her greatest asset. When she
was a kid, Brenda's father taught her how to throw a good fastball. That wasn't of much use to a girl, but
it is enough to astound onlookers at a "test your speed" pitching cage before a Cleveland Indians game.
The more Brenda pictures her ex-husband's face on the other end, the harder she throws. And when
someone tapes her performance and puts it up online, Brenda becomes an Internet sensation - and then
more than that. Soon, the Indians come calling and Brenda finds her life taking a turn in a new direction.
She finds herself standing on the mound as the first woman player in Major League history - and dealing
with everything that comes with it. The money is great and the endorsement deals are even better. The
fury of "traditionalists," not so much. And the conflicting emotions of her teammates are even harder to
manage. Meanwhile, Brenda's home life is evolving faster than she can keep up, redefining her role as a
mother, a friend, and even a lover. As the season winds down Brenda will find out if she has what it
takes to be a winner - at both baseball and life. A funny, poignant, and endearing debut from a writer of
rare warmth and humanity, THROW LIKE A WOMAN is a 95-mile-an-hour heater of a novel.

The Frailty Myth
What, exactly, do you know about your body? Do you know how your immune system works? Or what
your pancreas does? Or the myriad -- and often simple -- ways you can improve the way your body
functions? This full-color, visually rich guide answers these questions and more. Matthew MacDonald,
noted author of Your Brain: The Missing Manual, takes you on a fascinating tour of your body from the
outside in, beginning with your skin and progressing to your vital organs. You'll look at the quirks,
curiosities, and shortcomings we've all learned to live with, and pick up just enough biology to
understand how your body works. You'll learn: That you shed skin more frequently than snakes do Why
the number of fat cells you have rarely changes, no matter how much you diet or exercise -- they simply
get bigger or smaller How you can measure and control fat That your hair is made from the same stuff as
horses' hooves That you use only a small amount of the oxygen you inhale Why blood pressure is a more
important health measure than heart rate -- with four ways to lower dangerously high blood pressure
Why our bodies crave foods that make us fat How to use heart rate to shape an optimal workout session
-- one that's neither too easy nor too strenuous Why a tongue with just half a dozen taste buds can
identify thousands of flavors Why bacteria in your gut outnumbers cells in your body -- and what
function they serve Why we age, and why we can't turn back the clock What happens to your body in the
minutes after you die Rather than dumbed-down self-help or dense medical text, Your Body: The
Missing Manual is entertaining and packed with information you can use. It's a book that may well
change your life. Reader comments for Your Brain: The Missing Manual, also by author Matthew
MacDonald: "Popular books on the brain are often minefields of attractive but inaccurate information.
This one manages to avoid most of the hype and easy faulty generalizations while providing easy to read
and digest information about the brain. It has useful tricks without the breathless hype of many popular
books."-- Elizabeth Zwicky, The Usenix Magazine "a unique guide that should be sought after by any
who want to maximize what they can accomplish with their mental abilities and resources."-- James A.
Cox, The Midwest Book Review - Wisconsin Bookwatch "If you can't figure out how to use your brain
after reading this guide, you may want to return your brain for another."-- The Sacramento Book
Review, Volume 1, Issue 2, Page 19 "It's rare to find a book on any technical subject that is as well
written and readable as Your Brain: The Missing Manual. The book covers pretty much anything you
may want to know about your brain, from what makes it up, through how it develops to how to mitigate
the affects of aging. The book is easy reading, fact packed and highlighted notes and practical
applications. So if you want to learn more about your brain, how it works, how to get the best out of it or
just want to stave off the ravages of Alzheimers (see chapter ten for details of how learning helps
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maintain your brain) then I can't recommend this book highly enough."-- Neil Davis, Amazon.co.uk
"MacDonald's writing style is perfect for this kind of guide. It remains educational without becoming
overly technical or using unexplained jargon. And even though the book covers a broad scope of topics,
MacDonald keeps it well organized and easy to follow. The book captures your attention with fun facts
and interesting studies that any person could apply to their own understanding of human ability. It has
great descriptions of the brain and its interconnected parts, as well as providing full color pictures and
diagrams to offer a better explanation of what the author is talking about."-- Janica Unruh, Blogcritics
Magazine

Incredible Women of the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League
When a scandal surrounding her father upsets all her carefully laid plans for her future, Andie must learn
to accept a new relationship with her father and to embrace a little chaos in her life.

Best Practice for Youth Sport
Like a Girl
Staying at her grandmother's house while her father is deployed overseas, Gabby is disappointed when
the girl's softball season is cancelled, a situation that forces her to choose between fighting to get on the
boys' team and competing in a beauty pageant.

Throw Like a Girl
The fast and easy way to perfect your bowling game Bowling is an inexpensive date, an affordable night
out for the whole family, and a fun hangout activity for kids of all ages. Bowling For Dummies reveals
the tips, tricks, and rules of play for this iconic American sport. While not every player can hope to bowl
300, you can improve your average and show off for friends, family, and bowling league teammates.
Bowling For Dummies provides easy-to-understand instructions for improving your bowling game. The
expert tips and advice take you through every step of the game, from selecting the right shoes to the
proper way to yell, "Strike!" Packed with photos and line drawings Step-by-step instructions and
illustrations included for all techniques Covers beginner through more advanced techniques Whether
you're a casual bowler or on a bowling league, the practical, friendly advice in Bowling For Dummies
will have you itching to hit the lanes to try out your new skills.

The Football Girl
For every athlete or sports fanatic who knows she's just as good as the guys. This is for fans of The
Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen, Grace, Gold, and Glory by Gabrielle Douglass and
Breakaway: Beyond the Goal by Alex Morgan. The summer before Caleb and Tessa enter high school,
friendship has blossomed into a relationship . . . and their playful sports days are coming to an end.
Caleb is getting ready to try out for the football team, and Tessa is training for cross-country. But all
their structured plans derail in the final flag game when they lose. Tessa doesn’t want to end her career
as a loser. She really enjoys playing, and if she’s being honest, she likes it even more than running crosscountry. So what if she decided to play football instead? What would happen between her and Caleb? Or
between her two best friends, who are counting on her to try out for cross-country with them? And will
her parents be upset that she’s decided to take her hobby to the next level? This summer Caleb and
Tessa figure out just what it means to be a boyfriend, girlfriend, teammate, best friend, and someone
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worth cheering for.

Throw Like A Girl
Former NFL quarterback McPherson examines the roots of masculinity gone awry and how it promotes
violence against women.

Throwing Like a Girl
The Princess Will Save You is a YA fantasy adventure inspired by The Princess Bride, in which a
princess must rescue her stable boy true love, from the acclaimed author of Sea Witch, Sarah Henning.
When a princess’s commoner true love is kidnapped to coerce her into a political marriage, she doesn’t
give in—she goes to rescue him. When her warrior father, King Sendoa, mysteriously dies, Princess
Amarande of Ardenia is given what would hardly be considered a choice: Marry a stranger at sixteen or
lose control of her family’s crown. But Amarande was raised to be a warrior—not a sacrifice. In an
attempt to force her choice, a neighboring kingdom kidnaps her true love, stable boy Luca. With her
kingdom on the brink of civil war and no one to trust, she’ll need all her skill to save him, her future,
and her kingdom. “Full of inconceivable wit, daring adventure, and cunning political machinationsIt’s
as if Sarah Henning looked into my soul that yearned for a book like The Princess Bride and said—as you
wish. And yes, this is a kissing book.” —Ashley Poston, author of Heart of Iron “The Princess Will Save
You is everything we love about YA fantasy, complete with first love, sweeping adventure, and a fierce
heroine who holds her own. There’s something for everyone in this book.” —Adrienne Young, New
York Times bestselling author of The Sky in the Deep “An action-packed adventure with a fierce
heroine that is sure to enthrall! Sarah Henning has created a fantasy narrative that weaves together love
and betrayal, pirates and swordplay. Sure to please anyone who grew up loving tales of princesses.”
—Emily Lloyd-Jones, author of The Bone Houses At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Carrie
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic beloved by
millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The
country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a
foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals
books. This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall.
SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10thanniversary edition features pages of bonus content, including marked-up manuscript pages, original
sketches, and pages from the author's writing notebook.

The Princess Will Save You
Friday Night Lights meets Morgan Matson's The Unexpected Everything in this contemporary debut
where swoonworthy romance meets underdog sports story. When softball star Liv Rodinsky throws one
ill-advised punch during the most important game of the year, she loses her scholarship to her fancy
private school, her boyfriend, and her teammates all in one fell swoop. With no other options, Liv is
forced to transfer to the nearest public school, Northland, where she'll have to convince its coach she
deserves a spot on the softball team, all while facing both her ex and the teammates of the girl she
punched Every. Single. Day. Enter Grey, the injured star quarterback with amazing hair and a foolproof
plan: if Liv joins the football team as his temporary replacement, he'll make sure she gets a spot on the
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softball team in the spring. But it will take more than just a flawless spiral for Liv to find acceptance in
Northland's halls, and behind that charismatic smile, Grey may not be so perfect after all. With lovable
characters and a charming quarterback love interest, Throw Like a Girl will have readers swooning from
the very first page.

The Man Who Mistook His Wife For A Hat: And Other Clinical Tales
This inspiring memoir from a girl who learned to play baseball with the boys and rose to national
stardom before beginning eighth grade will encourage young readers to reach for their dreams no matter
the odds. Mo'ne's story is one of determination,

You Throw Like a Girl
Uncover your brilliance and thrive at life. A guide to unlocking your female potential. 'Like a girl' was
used as an insult growing up. You throw like a girl, you run like a girl, you cry like a girl. It transpires as
I grew up I did run like a girl and I won most of my races, I played soccer like a girl and as a result was
better than most boys in my class but still not allowed to play on the school team. I also cried like a girl
and have learned that our feminine traits make us strong not fragile. Throughout my career in personal
development I've met many amazing, beautiful, talented women who feel like they're not enough,
witnessing female leaders try to be more like men to succeed, doubt their abilities and think they need to
be someone else when all they need to do is be more like themselves - like a girl. Do you have a busy,
over committed schedule, struggle to find enough hours in the day? Are you busy doing everything in an
attempt to please everyone? Longing for a time you can enjoy life, not feel so overwhelmed, to draw
breath and contemplate the things that matter? How do we find balance in a world that places so much
expectation on us, a life in which we are exhausted yet still busy striving for perfection? How do we
navigate the unique challenges we face, overcome fear and self-doubt? Learn how to embrace your
authenticity and leverage the strengths we have as women. Discover the empowerment of what being
like a girl means. Understand how we build resilience and overcome self-doubt to achieve our goals.
With practical advice to help you uncover your brilliance and thrive at life.

You Throw Like a Girl
Provides young girls with a behind-the-scenes look at becoming a professional athlete, complete with
nutrition and exercise tips, interviews and advice from famous athletes, resources for scholarships, and
more. Original.

The Book Thief
After moving from Chicago to Dallas in the spring of her sophomore year, fifteen-year-old Ella finds
that joining the softball team at her private school not only helps her make friends, it also provides
unexpected opportunities to learn and grow.

You Throw Like a Girl
Presents a series of stories about men and women who, representing both medical and literary oddities,
raise fundamental questions about the nature of reality

Throw Like a Girl, Cheer Like a Boy
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Not That Kind of Girl
The evidence is overwhelming: sports help girls grow into strong women. Both scientific studies and
anecdotal evidence confirm that athletic girls not only grow up to be healthier; they learn teamwork,
gain inner confidence, and grow into society's leaders. Sports help preteen and teenage girls make the
right choices in a society that is sending them incredibly mixed messages about who they are supposed
to be. Yet no one is speaking directly to these girls. Jennie fills the role of girlfriend, big sister, team
captain, and mentor. A smart, credible, and accomplished voice from an athlete who is strong and
feminine, fiercely competitive, and fashionably cool, Jennie is someone young women will listen to and
take to heart. Jennie's message: Believe in yourself. Go for it, girls.

Throw Like A Girl
Of all the writing that emerged from the existentialist movement, Simone de Beauvoir's groundbreaking
study of women will probably have the most extensive and enduring impact. It is at once a work of
anthropology and sociology, of biology and psychoanalysis, from the pen of a writer and novelist of
penetrating imaginative power. THE SECOND SEX stands, four decades after its first appearance, as
the first landmark in the modern feminist upsurge that has transformed perceptions of the social
relationship of man and womankind in our time.

Friday Night Stage Lights
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential
language and tools for understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide
variety of applications and examples, ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional application areas explored include genetics, medicine,
computer science, and information theory. The print book version includes a code that provides free
access to an eBook version. The authors present the material in an accessible style and motivate
concepts using real-world examples. Throughout, they use stories to uncover connections between the
fundamental distributions in statistics and conditioning to reduce complicated problems to manageable
pieces. The book includes many intuitive explanations, diagrams, and practice problems. Each chapter
ends with a section showing how to perform relevant simulations and calculations in R, a free statistical
software environment.

Bowling For Dummies
Paperback version in COLOR! Trials and tribulations of coaching youth in softball turned into one of
the best times in my life! The book offers simple techniques that helped me coach girls aged from 9-16
years old.

The Second Sex
A master of short fiction whose "best pieces are as good as it gets in contemporary cction" (Newsday)
returns, as Jean Thompson follows her National Book Award finalist collection Who Do You Love with
Throw Like a Girl. Here are twelve new stories that take dead aim at the secrets of womanhood, arcing
from youth to experience. Each one of Thompson's indelible characters -- lovers, wives, friends, and
mothers -- speaks her piece -- wry, angry, hopeful -- about the world and women's places in it.

Throw Like a Girl
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This book chronicles the history of the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League and the stories
of the first women to play professional baseball in a league of their own. "In 1941, the world was at war,
and with American men fighting overseas, the much needed pastime of professional baseball was in
danger of extinction—until women stepped up to the plate." In this heartwarming illustrated history, the
League's story is told by the ones who know it best: the players. Author Anika Orrock collects a variety
of funny, charming, wince-worthy, and powerful vignettes told by the players themselves about their
time playing the American pastime. • Features stories of grit and perseverance against all odds, told by
the players themselves • Filled with player statistics, historical beats, headlines, and more; and fully
illustrated in Anika's vibrant style • A visually engaging, readable women-led history book Written in an
approachable manner and beautifully illustrated, The Incredible Women of the All-American Girls
Professional Baseball League is a one-of-a-kind story told through the women's own voices and their
own perspectives. This book ultimately proves that the incredible women of the AAGPBL truly were in
a league of their own. • A unique celebration of a specific moment in women's and sports history • A
great read for experienced and new sports fans alike, readers young and old, baseball fans, and anyone
looking for an inspiring gift for an aspiring professional sports player • Perfect on the shelf with books
like Women in Science: 50 Fearless Pioneers Who Changed the World by Rachel Ignotofsky, Strong is
the New Pretty by Kate T. Parker, and Rad American Women A-Z: Rebels, Trailblazers, and Visionaries
who Shaped Our History . . . and Our Future! by Kate Schatz

The Unexpected Everything
Inspired by the life of pioneering female baseball player Alta Weiss, and dramatized by Terry Widener’s
bold illustrations, Girl Wonder tells the unforgettable story of a true American original. Alta Weiss was
born to play baseball, simple as that. From the age of two, when she hurls a corncob at a pesky tomcat,
folks in her small Ohio town know one thing for sure: She may be a girl, but she’s got some arm. When
she’s seventeen, Alta hears about a semipro team, the Independents. Here’s her big chance! But one
look at Alta’s long skirts tells Coach all he needs to know—girls can’t play baseball! But faster than you
can say “strike out,” Alta proves him wrong: Girls can play baseball!

Do It Like a Woman
Challenging the myth that women are naturally weaker than men, a noted feminist writer traces the
history of the concept of female physical inferiority and its long-term repercussions in terms of women's
health and social status.

Eclectic Magazine
Case study of the life of a feminist organization in a changing political and funding climate.

You Throw Like a Girl
When a young girl ventures through a hidden door, she finds another life with shocking similarities to
her own. Coraline has moved to a new house with her parents and she is fascinated by the fact that their
'house' is in fact only half a house! Divided into flats years before, there is a brick wall behind a door
where once there was a corridor. One day it is a corridor again and the intrepid Coraline wanders down
it. And so a nightmare-ish mystery begins that takes Coraline into the arms of counterfeit parents and a
life that isn't quite right. Can Coraline get out? Can she find her real parents? Will life ever be the same
again?
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Your Body
A master of short fiction whose "best pieces are as good as it gets in contemporary cction" (Newsday)
returns, as Jean Thompson follows her National Book Award finalist collection Who Do You Love with
Throw Like a Girl. Here are twelve new stories that take dead aim at the secrets of womanhood, arcing
from youth to experience. Each one of Thompson's indelible characters -- lovers, wives, friends, and
mothers -- speaks her piece -- wry, angry, hopeful -- about the world and women's places in it.

You Throw Like a Girl
In this classic tale of psychic power and human cruelty, a tormented teenage girl reigns terrible vengence
down on her enemies at the prom. Reprint.

Mo'Ne Davis
Although the physical and psychological benefits of youth participating in sport are evident, the
increasing professionalization and specialization of youth sport, primarily by coaches and parents, are
changing the culture of youth sport and causing it to erode the ideal mantra: “It’s all about the kids.” In
Best Practice for Youth Sport, readers will gain an appreciation of an array of issues regarding youth
sport. This research-based text is presented in a practical manner, with examples from current events that
foster readers’ interest and class discussion. The content is based on the principle of developmentally
appropriate practice (DAP), which can be defined as engaging in decisions, behaviors, and policies that
meet the physical, psychological, and social needs of children and youth based on their ages and
maturational levels. This groundbreaking resource covers a breadth of topics, including bone
development, burnout, gender and racial stereotypes, injuries, motor behavior, and parental pressures.
Written by Robin S. Vealey and Melissa A. Chase, the 16 chapters of Best Practice for Youth Sport are
divided into four parts. Part I, Youth Sport Basics, provides readers with the fundamental knowledge
and background related to the history, evolution, and organization of youth sport. Part II, Maturation and
Readiness for Youth Sport Participants, is the core of understanding how and why youth sport is
different from adult sport. This part details why it is important to know when youth are ready to learn
and compete. Part III, Intensity of Participation in Youth Sport, examines the appropriateness of physical
and psychological intensity at various developmental stages and the potential ramifications of
overtraining, overspecialization, overstress, and overuse. The text concludes with part IV, Social
Considerations in Youth Sport, which examines how youth sport coaches and parents can help create a
supportive social environment so that children can maximize the enjoyment and benefits from youth
sport. In addition to 14 appendixes, activities, glossaries, study questions, and other resources that
appear in Best Practice for Youth Sport, the textbook is enhanced with instructor ancillaries: a test
package, image bank, and instructor guide that features a syllabus, additional study questions and
learning activities, tips on teaching difficult concepts, and additional readings and resources. These
specialized resources ensure that instructors will be ready for each class session with engaging materials.
Ancillaries are free to course adopters and available at
www.HumanKinetics.com/BestPracticeForYouthSport. Best Practice for Youth Sport provides readers
with knowledge of sport science concerning youth sport and engages them through the use of anecdotes,
activities, case studies, and practical strategies. Armed with the knowledge from this text, students,
coaches, parents, administrators, and others will be able to become active agents of social change in
structuring and enhancing youth sport programs to meet the unique developmental needs of children,
making the programs athlete centered rather than adult centered so that they truly are all about the kids.
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